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The genus of the graph of any less-than-one-24th group, in the sense 
of Greendlinger, all of whose relators are of equal lengths, is shown to be 
decidable via the existence of an algorithm. 
It will be shown that, for a certain class of group presentations, if the 
graph of one of them is non-planar, then it must contain a subgraph 
homeomorphic to the Kuratowski graph K6 . All less-than-one-sixth 
groups, in the sense of Greendlinger [2], are contained in this class. It is 
further proved that a certain subclass of the above class has non-planar 
graphs if and only if it contains a subgraph homeomorphic to one of a 
given set of graphs. This class of group presentations includes all less-than- 
one-24th groups, in the sense of Greendlinger, whose defining relators 
are all of the same length. Examples are given of families of less-than- 
one-&h groups, in the sense of Greendhnger, with non-planar graphs for 
pz > 24. Finally, it is shown that, for less-than-one-24th groups, in the 
sense of Greendlinger, with a finite number of defining relators of equal 
lengths, there exists an algorithm to decide the genus of their graphs. 
When Dehn’s algorithm [l] was first employed (by Dehn), it was not 
known whether it depended essentially upon the planarity of the graph 
of the group presentation in question. Greeadlinger used this algorithm 
to solve the word problem for a much wider class of grsups, some of 
which have non-planar graphs (as will be shown in this paper). 
Dehn’s algorithm is independent of the planarity of the graph of the 
group presentation in which it is employed. 
All Kleinian groups have planar graphs. Since there are group 
presentations satisfying the conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) of Section 2 which 
do not have planar graphs, these groups will not admit faithful represen- 
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tations by 2 x 2 matrices with complex entries, as discontinuous groups 
on regions of the complex plane. 
1. A CLASS OF GROUPS 
Let 516 3 F 3 l/2, and consider any group G, whose defining relator 
set, consisting of cyclically reduced words, is closed under the operations of 
taking inverses and cyclic permutations, and which satisfies the following 
two conditions: 
(i) If RI and R2 are relators (not necessarily distinct) of G, and if RI 
juxtaposed with Rz results in a free-cancellation which does not demolish 
R, or R, , but only a segment of each, then that segment’s length shall be 
strictly less than F - l/2 times the length of RI or R2 , whichever is the 
shorter. 
Note. When F = 213, G is a less-than-one-sixth group in the sense of 
Greendlinger. 
(ii) If W is a word in G equal to 1, but not freely, then either W is a 
defining relator of G, or in two distinct places within W there exist 
segments, S, and S, , of defining relators R, and R, (RI not necessarily 
different from RJ whose lengths exceed F times the lengths of R, and R, , 
respectively. 
Note. In less-than-one-sixth groups, in the sense of Greendlinger, 
(i) implies (ii). 
The necessary and sufficient conditions for planarity of the graph of a 
group presentation developed in Part I of this paper [4] are now used to 
obtain information about configurations in the graphs of the groups in 
question. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that, in a group presentation, G, satisfying 
conditions (i) and (ii) above, there exist ten words which satisfy the conditions 
for there to exist a subgraph homeomorphic to K5 within the graph r, of 
the presentation. Then there must exist within I’ a subgraph homeomorphic 
to K6 as well, unless no circuit of a minimal subgraph homeomorphic to K, 
is subdividable by the addition of a less-than-one-third segment of a defining 
relator, more than half of which already appears in an existing circuit. 
The word “subdividable” simply means the existence of an edge in r 
joining two points of the subgraph homeomorphic to K, and satisfying 
the length requirements stated in Theorem 1. A subgraph homeomorphic 
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to K5 which is not subdividable in this sen 
The existence of non-divisable subgraphs h 
less-than-1Jnth groups for any n 2 3 is establis 
Corollary lA, which also proves the existence of certain less~than-one-its 
groups with non-planar graphs. However, a much larger class of such 
groups will be constructed in Section 3. 
The proof of the theorem is broken into the following series of claims. 
CLAIM 1. At least one three-letter word in the sylla 
not a defining relator. 
Reference is again made to the forms, notations, and results of the first 
part of this paper [4]. 
PmoJ: Assume all ten three-letter words are defining relators. Since 
each letter is shared by three distinct defining relators, the length of each 
letter is strictly less than one-third of the defining relator to wh 
belongs, by condition (i). But this implies that the lengths of the t 
of a defining relator add-up to somewhat less than the length of 
defining relator, which is clearly false. Even if each letter were exactly 
one-third of a defining relator, all three-letter words could not be defining 
relators, since any quadrilateral composed of two triangles with an edge 
in common would yield a four-letter word equal to 1. the one hand, 
this word cannot be a defining relator without contra ng (i), but, in 
the other hand, it contains in two places exactly two-thirds of a defmin 
relator, contradicting the strict inequality in (ii). 
By the symmetry of K5 as labeled in Figure 2 of [4], one may assume 
without loss of generality that abc is not a defining relator. Then, by con- 
dition (ii), more than F of a defining relator mnst occur s~mewbere within 
a&. Either that segment of a defining relator is 
Case I. completely within a letter, say a, 
or Case II. spans over two letter only, say ab, 
or Case III. spans over three letters, totally engulfing one of them, 
say b, spanning over abc. 
CLAIM 2. Case PI1 implies Case 1 or Case II. 
ProoJ: By condition (ii), a second segment of a defining relator (greater 
than F times the length of that defining relator) must appear somewhere 
else within abc. If Case III holds, then this other segment must be within 
a or c, or span over a and c. QED. 
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Minimality Condition. Choose a, b, c,..., j such that the sum of their 
lengths is minimal. 
This shall henceforth be referred to as a minimal copy of K5 having been 
chosen. 
CLAIM 3. If Case I holds, then r must contain a subgraph homeo- 
morphic to KS if it is to be non-planar. 
Proof. Adjoining the missing parts of the defining relator referred to 
in Case I results in the following possible graphs, enumerated as subcases. 
In each case, the “missing defining relator segment” emanates from a, 
and continues until it intersects with the copy of K5 “somewhere.” Where 
the “somewheres” are define the subcases. Starting from either end of the 
larger-than-F piece, the “missing” piece may join up with some other edge 
(or even edges) of K, before it wends its way back to the opposite extremity 
of the “large” segment of the defining relator piece. 
Denote the length of IV by [ W I. 
FIGURE 1 
(A) Let a = a,r,a, , r1r2 = R, a defining relator of G, and 1 rl 1 > F / R I, 
in Figure 1. (Assume r, to be the maximal part of a defining relator 
occurring in a.) If u1r2a2 is substituted for a, no new free cancellations may 
occur. If one does, it must occur between rp and some other letter, 
a, , a2 , b , c,..., j as per the permissible juxtapositions in the ten three-letter 
words of Theorem 1 of [4]. Then some segment of r2 and some other 
segment of a, , a, , b, c, i, h, g, orj must be inverses of each other, implying 
that r, was not maximal and contradicting the assumption. The resulting 
new a contradicts the minimality condition. 
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Note. The above argument will henceforth be called a ~~~$~~~~~~~~ 
contradicting the minimality condition. 
The subsequent discussion will always be based on the following general 
remarks: If a “large” part, rl , of a defining relator appears in a circuit of 
K5 and is replaced by the inverse, r2, of the remainder of the de~~i~~ 
relator, r2 defines a path in I’ joining the end-points of the segemnt rI 1 
We have to subdivide r2 into at most three parts, namely, two segments, 
S, and S, which connect the end-points of ?I with rC, meeting it in none of 
their interior points, and a segment W which connects the end-points 
PI , P2 of s1 , S, , respectively, which are not on rl 1 Tfiis segment W will 
not enter explicitly into the calculations; it may be taken as a part of & 
which connectes PI and Pz even if this is not the form in which it appears 
in F-2 . 
The main problem is now to exhaust all possibilities. These are provided 
by the various locations of PI and Pz ~ They may he, in Case I, say, on 
the same segment of K5 or on an adjacent segment, or on a ~o~~adja~e~~ 
segment. (Due to the symmetry of K, , no finer distinctions have to 
made.) Also, they may coincide with a vertex of& , and they may coin& 
witheach other or with the end-points of rl . This produces a large ~~ber5~ 
possibilities, but fortunately many of these can be lumped together into 
a few cases, due to the fact that the construction of K, , indicated by 
Figures 2, 3, and 4 depends only on one of the end-poin 
location of the other being irrelevant. Keeping this in mm 
see that the following enumeration covers all ~oss~bi~~t~es~ 
> If the dotted lines in Figures 2, 3, and 4 are erased, the resuhin 
graphs are homeomorphic to K6 ~ 
LEMMA. Suppose a defining relator of G is R = arpbrg’? with j rB / < / 
Then it is impossible that r2 = 1. 
FIGURE 2 FIGURE 3 
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Proof. I f  yz = 1, then by condition (ii) either it is a defining relator, 
R’, or it contains more than F > (F - 4) of a defining relator, R’. In either 
case, this contradicts condition (i). Q.E.D. 
(C) The sub-case depicted in Figure 5 contradicts the previous lemma. 
(D) Erasing the dotted lines in Figure 6 effects a substitution which 
contradicts the minimality condition. 
(E) In Figure 7, I r2 I < S I R I. If 01~s~ = 1 is a defining relator, then 
1 05 1 > I sz 1, else condition (i) is violated, and a substitution contradicting 
the minimality condition may be effected. If 01~s~ is not a relator, there 
exist a segment, more than F in length, of a defining relator, R’, one of 
whose ends occurs within o/~. 
The missing segment (in Figure S), s, or s3’, of R’ can terminate on s2 , 
or on a3 , or on some other edge of K5 . In the latter case, some previously 
considered case results. Since 1 s3 I < & 1 R’ 1, (or I s,’ I < Q 1 R’ I), either 
no segment more than F I R” 1 in length of a defining relator, R”, can 
occur in the segment s2)si, (or s3) or the case in Figure 9 occurs where 
I.Zl >FlR”j. 
FIGURE 5 
FIGURE 6 FIGURE 7 
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FIGURE 8 
FIGURE 9 
In the former event, if as’s3 = 1, (or CX~‘S~‘S~’ = 1) we repeat this 
argument, treating 01~’ as 01~ , and s2’s3’, (or SJ as s, . In the latter event 
(Figure 9), replace Z by s,’ (or by s4), the remaining less-than-one-third 
of R”. Treat the path s,‘s~ (or Sz’Sq’S3’) as the formerly considered 
sg (or sg’s3’) in Figure 8. 
If no other case develops, we are confronted after a finite number of steps 
with the case depicted in Figure 10, in which &2s, is a defining relator, 
as is G&l& . It follows from the case considered that 
I x2 I + I 32 I < I Lx, I + I 013 I 




(G) By treating bs, = 1 in Figure 11 similarly to ol,s, in subcase (E), 
the same contradiction occurs. 





CLAIM 4. Case II implies either Case I or the existence of a subgraph 
of r homeomorphic to K6 . 
Proof. Again, completing the missing part of a more-than-F segment 
of a defining relator results only in previously dispensed-with cases. The 
FIGURE 12 
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only new graphs occurring in Case II no% yet e~cQuntered in Case I are 
shown in Figures 12 and 13. In both of these cases, rl = 61t7, 
Case I for edge c by condition (ii). 
COROLLARY IA. There exist less-than-one-&h groups with ~~n-~~~~~~ 
grapk,ls, fordlPt > 3. 
FIGURE 13 
Proof. Consider a copy of K5 labeled and directed as in Figure 2 of 
[4] with its edges satisfying the following conditions: 
el <(F--g egi-z /, / i j < (F - 4) / egi-’ j, 
ej <(F-4) ehj I, Iij <(F--$)jiajj, 
ej <(F---i) efd I, j i j -c (F - +) j die+ I7 
j! <(F--g $a I, ldl XV’--9/&fI, 
jl <(F--4) b&l 1, IdI <(F---$)Idi+/, 
jl <(F--i) jeh I9 jdj <(F-&)jbdj-‘1; 
g, h, a, b, c, and f are each greater than F times the leng%h of any three-letter 
word in which they appear. 
If egi-1 = RI , ehj = R, , efd = R, , jia = R, , bdj-” = R5, an 
dic-X = R6 , where RI ,..., R, are defining relators (not necessarily distinc%), 
then each circuit of K5 which does not correspond to a defining relator 
contains in at leas% two distinct places more than I; of some defining relator, 
and the rest of any such more than F piece of a relator is already within 
K5 . Hence this copy of K5 contains no triangle which can be subdivide 
as in the previous cases, and the conditions on the RI ,..‘, R, in terms of 
syllables a, b,.... S j result in a presentation with a non-planar graph. For 
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example, let RI=Rz=.**=Rs=R and e=xl, i=xz, j=x,, 
d = x4, and construct the relator as 
R = e-lio,e-lj-lo,e-ld-la,i-lj-la,i-ld-la, j&lo, , 
where the symbols on the right-hand side after the first two letters e-li 
form g. One may choose c1 ,..., u’6 such that they are long enough and inert 
enough so that the presentation (on one relator and, in this case, four or 
more generators) is a less-than-one&h group in the sense of Greendlinger. 
Then one may proceed to determine a, b, c, f, g, h in terms of the 
Xl )...) x, ) u1 )...) (56 . 
This proves Corollary 1A. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1B. The graph of any less-than-one-sixth Greendlinger 
group may only contain either a subgraph homeomorphic to K6 or a minimal 
non-divisible subgraph homeomorphic to K5 , if it is non-planar. 
Proof. Greendlinger shows [2] that any such group satisfies condition 
(ii) for F = 2/3. Also, l/3 > l/6. Q.E.D. 
2. ANOTHER CLASS OF GROUPS 
Let G be a presentation satisfying the following three conditions: 
(i) Less than l/4 of any relator is freely cancelled by any other relator. 
(ii) In any non-relator word which equals 1, but not freely, more than 
5/6 of a relator appears in two distinct places. 
(iii) All relators are of equal length. 
THEOREM 2. Any group presentation satisfying the conditions (i), (ii), 
and (iii) has a planar graph if and only if it does not contain, in its graph, 
a subgraph homeomorphic to Figure 14 or Figure 15 (K6 augmented with 
a single edge in two different ways), or a minimal non-divisible copy of K5 . 
FIGURE 14 FIGURE 15 
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Proof. Since the conditions for Theorem 1 are satis 
be shown is that no subgraph of r homeomorphic to .& f augmenter 
with one additional edge, may occur other than Figure 14 QI Figure I.5 
This is also broken down into a series of claims. Assume there is a s~bg~a~~ 
of I’ homeomorphic to K6. 
CLMM I. Not all four letter words may be relators. 
ProoJ: Similarly to the proof of Claim 1 in Section I, each letter is 
part of three different four-letter words, implying that no letter may be as 
much as one-fourth of a defining relator if all (nine) four letter words are 
defining relators. If each letter were exactly one-fourth of a defining relator, 
any six-letter word composed by the juxtaposition of two four-letter 
words could not be a defining relator, on the one hand, since it cannot 
contain more than three-fourths of two defining relators, on t 
hand, since it contains only exactly three-fourths of two, it cannot be 1. 
CLAIM 2. Let W be a word in G and R a defining relator of G. Then, 
if W = 1, but not freely, then 1 W j 3 j R IO 
ProojI If / W j < 1 R j, then W # Ri for any defining relator 
Thus by condition (ii) W contains two segments more than F i 
of defining relators which by condition (iii) ar all equal in Len 
/ W! > 2F / R / > j R j, contrary to assumption. 
CLAIM 3. No loop can occur by affixing a missing less-than-one- 
fourth segment of a defining relator to a more-than-three-fourths segment 
of a defining relator occurring in the subgraph of F home~mQrphic to K6 . 
$‘r~oJ: Same as for Case I (C) in the proof of Theorem 1, Section 1. 
CLAIM 4. No two-circuit can occur by affixing a missing less-than- 
one-fourth segment of a defining relator to a mare-than-tbree~fonrtbs 
segment of a defining relator occurring in the subgraph of I’ homeo- 
morphic to K6 . 
PvooJ Assume from this point on the same minimality conditions for 
K6 as were assumed for K5 in Section 1. If a two-circuit could be formed, 
one of whose edges were less than one-fourth of a defining relator, either 
it would correspond to a defining relator, in which case the original edge 
would be longer than the added edge, or the original edge would have to 
contain more than half of some defining relator by condition (ii). By 
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condition (iii) the original edge would still be longer than the added edge, 
and a substitution of the added edge for the original edge would effect 
a substitution, contradicting the minimality condition. Q.E.D. 
The use of condition (iii) is not necessary to the proof of Claim 4, since 
an argument similar to the one given in the proof of Case I (E) in the proof 
of Theorem 1, Section 1, would work. 
J~GURE 16 
CLAIM 5. No three-circuit as depicted in Figure 16 may occur if 
I e2 I Z 0. 
Proof. Assume a,e& = 1, with I r2 j < & I R I. If a,e,r;’ were a 
defining relator, either a2 or e, would be longer than r2 . Even if it were 
not a defining relator, a, or e, would be longer than r2 by condition (ii). 
If 1 a2 1 > j r, I, substitute de1 for d. If I e, I > I r2 1, substitute du;l for d. 
In either case, substitute e2 for e and alr2 for a, and the resulting set of 
substitutions contradicts a minimality condition which can be imposed. 
Q.E.D. 
All cases have now been considered except for those prohibited by the 
premises. Obviously, if a subgraph homeomorphic to a minimal non- 
divisible copy of K5 , to Figure 14, or to Figure 15 occurs within r, r is 
non-planar. Thus the theorem is proven. Q.E.D. 
3. AN ALGORITHM 
We now investigate the set of all possible subgraphs arising from 
augmenting minimal subgraphs homeomorphic to KG with the “missing 
chunks” of defining relators, large segments of which already occur within 
the circuits of the copy of K6 . 
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CLAIM 1. The maximum number of times that the case depicted in 
Figure 14 may occur separately within a minimal subgraph horneornor~~~~ 
to KS is less than or equal to four. 
Proof. If four dotted lines were added to K6 without introducing any 
new vertices in any way other than that depicted in Figure 17, then a 
triangle would be formed consisting only of dotted edges. If each dotte 
line were less than one-fourth of a defining relator in length, the resul 
circuit would be less than three-fourths of a defining relator in len 
contradicting Claim 2 of Section 2. 
Any other dotted lines added to Figure I’?, in such a way as 
introduce other vertices, would form a “dotted” triangle. 
FIGURE 17 
CLAIM 2. No less-than-one-fourth segment of a defining relator may 
end (or begin) at some point of the dotted line in Figure 14, other than 
its end-points. 
PPOO$ The two-circuit in Figure 18 would contradict Claim 2 of 
Section 2. 
20 
FIGURES 18 - 20 
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So as not to contradict Claim 2 of Section 2, the edges labeled c and d 
of Figure 19 must each be more than one-half of a defining relator. Thus, 
deleting them and adding the two less-than-one-fourth in length edges 
would effect a substitution in contradiction of the minimality condition. 
In Figure 20, the two added edges together with c, d, and h form two 
quadrilaterals; thus \ hd 1 + 1 ch-l / > 1 R I. Erasing c, d, and h and 
replacing them by the two added edges effects a substitution contradicting 
the minimality condition. 
In Figure 21, ( c, 1 > + ( R 1, else Claim 2 of Section 2 is violated. 
Replacing c, by the other two edges, s, and t, effects a substitution con- 
tradicting the minimality condition. 
FIGURE 21 FlGURE 22 
In Figure 22, note the quadrilateral &j&t. / i,f 1 > Q I R 1 and replacing 
& by t-l, f by SF’, and e by s;’ effects a substitution contradicting the 
minimal&y condition. Q.E.D. 
Given any finite subgraph of a Cayley diagram, there are only a finite 
number of sets of circuits which may correspond to defining relators. 
Such a correspondence will henceforth be called a relator assignment if it 
is consistent with conditions (i), (ii), and (iii). An example of one such 
relator assignment was given in the proof of Corollary 1A. Each such 
relator assignment gives rise to a form for particular defining relators in 
some particular presentation, and will henceforth be called a relator form 
set. Given a presentation with a finite number of defining relators, it is 
always possible to decide whether or not the presentation is of a given 
form or not. 
Let fl be a graph such that there exists a set of simple directed circuits, 
C = {C, , C, , C, ,...}, of fl (written as words in symbols corresponding 
to directed edges) such that each edge of/l is “mentioned” in the symbols 
of at least one C, . Then C covers A. 
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CLAIM 3. If the case depicted in Figure 14 is the only case occurring, 
then the set of relator assignments to possible subgra~hs is finite. 
Proof. By Claims 1 and 2 of this section, only a finite nu 
subgraphs may occur. Since the number of circuits occurring i 
subgraph is finite, the number of possible ways of constructing 
assignments is also finite. 
CLAIM 4. The set of relator assignments m~utione~ in Claim 3 is 
non-empty. 
ProoJ The following are possible relator assignments: 
Consider gis-I, cdt-l, fte, #b-l, sfta, and g-?$d-Wx. Let g, s,fy t, and d 
be each less than P - + times the length of any of the aforementioned 
words, and all the rest of the letters be greater than F times the length of 
any of the aforementioned words. These latter letters may be so chosen 
in the xi that conditions (i), (ii), and (iii) are satisfied, and the result is a 
relator assignment to Figure 23. 
Let each edge radiating from vertex v be less than F - Q times the 
length of any word corresponding to a triangle of Figure 24. Let all other 
24 
FIGURE 23 FIGURE 24 
edges be greater than F times the length of any triangle in the figure. 
These latter edges may be so constructed (as words in the xi> as to satisfy 
conditions (i), (ii), and (iii), and since the set of all triangles covers the 
figure, a relator assignment can be shown to have been constructed. 
CLAIM 5. If the added edge, s, of Figure 25 were less than one-fourt 
of a defining relator in length, then i, b, and d must be less than or equal to 
s in length. 
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FIGURE25 
Proof. The deletion of i, or b, or d leaves a copy of Ke one of whose 
edges is s. The claim must hold to avoid a substitution contradicting the 
minimality condition. Q.E.D. 
CLAIM 6. If the case depicted in Figure 15 is the only case occurring, 
no less-than-one-fourth edge may be added to Figure 15 with an end-point 
on the added less-than-one-fourth edge already in Figure 15. 
FIGURE 26 l?TGUFG327 
Proof. There are three non-homeomorphic cases. In Figure 26, c1 , b, 
and a2 are each less than one-fourth of a relator in length by Claim 5 
above. Thus the circuit cls;ls;la,b contradicts Claim 2 of Section 2. 
In Figure 27, 1 ts, j < 4 1 R 1 and regarding ts, as r2 in Claim 5, Section 2, 
the same substitutions result in the same contradictions since / r2 1 < 4 1 R 1 
was all that was essential to the proof of Claim 5 of Section 2. 
In Figure 28, 1 a, I > $1 R / or I c2 I > & / R 1, from Claim 5 above and 
Claim 2 of Section 2. Without loss of generality, assume j u1 I > & I R I. 
Similarly, I a, 1 > 4 1 R 1 or 1 c, 1 > i / R I. Deleting a, and either s, , a2 , or 
cl leaves a copy of K6 , contradicting the minimality condition. Q.E.D. 
Should any less-than-one-fourth edge be added with an end-point on 
the dotted lines of Figure 15, some other previously dispensed-with case 
results. 
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FIGURE 28 FIGURE 29 
CLAIM 7. The case depicted in Figure 15 may not occur twice wi 
minimal subgraph homeomorphic to KG, as depicted in Figures 29, 30, 
31, and 32. 
Proo$ Since in Figure 29 j d j + 1 i / < Q 1 R ] fmm Claim 5 above, 
1 h / + j e 1 > & j R 1, else Claim 2 of Section 2 is, violated. Tbi 
thateitherIhj>~IRjorjej>$jRI.Sincethefigure 
one may assume without loss of generality that / L? j > 4 j 
either if/ >$IRI or lgl >$lRl sinceiandbareeac 
fourth the length of R from Claim 5 abo 
andJ: If jg/ >i]Rl, delete e and g. 
copies of KG whose lengths are less than that of the original one, con- 
tradicting the minimality condition. 
FIGURE 30 EGWRE 31 
In Figure 30, the edges b,f, g, and i are each less than one-fo~rtb the 
length of R, by Claim 5 above. The same is true in Figure 31 for the edges, 
d, e, i, and h. The two quadrilaterals these edges form stand in con- 
tradiction to Claim 2 of Section 2. 
At this point, and in the proof of the next claim, full 




one-sixth (the proof is the same) and it may therefore be seen from 
condition (ii) of Section 2 that each of the dotted edges in Figure 32 is 
less than one-sixth the length of R. Thus, by Claim 5 above, augmented 
to one-sixth, the edges f, h, a,a, , d, b, i& of Figure 32 are each less than 
one-sixth the length of R. The circuit they form stands in contradiction 





CLAIM 8. The case depicted in Figure 33, where s,s, , tltz , and u are 
each less than one-sixth of R in length, cannot occur. 
Proof. By the version of Claim 5 above for one-sixth, 
l~l+lt~tzI+l~~~zl~BIRI. 
ltI/+I~I+/~,I<&lRI, which implies lfil+lcll>QIRl, by 
Claim 2 of Section 2. Thus j fi I > i I R I or I c1 I > & 1 R I. Since the figure 
is symmetric, assume 1 fi / > $ / R / without loss of generality. 
From ammended Claim 5 above, I i / + j d I < 6 1 R /, implying 
I e j > $ j R / or / h j > 3 ] R 1, by Claim 2 of Section 2. If I e 1 > $ I R (, 
delete e, fi , and t, . If / h / > + j R 1, delete h, fi , and g, . The result in 
either case is a copy of K6 whose length contradicts the minimality 
condition since & < + + $. Q.E.D. 
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Consider the circuit in Figure 34 consisting of solid lines. Assume that 
the missing pieces (dotted edges) of more-than-three-fourth segments of 
defining relators have been added to all occurrences of 
fourth defining relator segments within the circuit, a 
depicted in Figure 14 does not occur. 
CLAIM 9. In Figure 34 if a solid of a quadrilateral containing two 
(opposite) dotted and two solid sides, and not subdivided by any dotted 
line, is greater in length than three-fourths of a defining relator, its 
opposite member must be less than one-fourth of a defining relator in 
length. 
Proof. It has been assumed that the dotted lines “maximally’~ 
subdivide the solid circuit. Thus any quadrilateral not a defining relator 
must contain a segment of more than three-fourths of a defining relator 
which ends somewhere on a dotted line, else the maximality of the 
subdivision is violated. However this also violates Claim 6 . 
Using Claims 5 and 8, construct a circuit in Figure 34 which passes 
through at least one end-point of each dotted line, and all of whose edges 
are less than one-fourth of a defining relator cash. Starting from vertex L’, 
proceed along a solid segment if that segment is less than one-fourth of 
a deiking relator. Else, proceed along the dotted edge to the opposite 
solid line. Repeating this process, a simple circuit, C, is traversed meeting 
the requirements above. 
CLAIM 10. C consists of at most five defining relator circuits juxta- 
posed. 
ProoJ Let Figure 34 be a copy of KG maximally subdivided into 
uadrilaterals. Should a triangular subdivision also occur (Figure 14) none 
of the end-points of the sides of the triangles may be elsewhere than on the 
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vertices of the original copy of K6 . Otherwise one of the previously 
dispensed-with cases results. Since, by Claim 1, C may be divided by at 
most four lines, C is at most the juxtaposition of five defining relator 
circuits. Q.E.D. 
CLAIM 11. The number of edges of C cannot exceed 5 1 R /. 
Proof. The claim is the immediate consequence of Claim 10 and the 
fact that each edge of C is non-trivial. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 3. Given a group presentation with aJinite number of dejining 
relators satisfying conditions (i), (ii), and (iii), there exists an algorithm to 
decide whether or not its graph is planar. 
ProoJ The number of possible relator assignments to a directed copy 
of K5 is finite since K5 is finite. The maximal number of (separate) occur- 
rences of the case depicted in Figure 15 is a (finite) function of relator 
length. A (finite) list of subgraphs may be constructed containing less 
than or equal to the maximal number of quadrilaterals permissible, and 
each may be “triangulated” zero times, once, twice, thrice, and four times. 
Each of these results in a finite number of possible relator assignments, 
each of which may be checked against the given finite defining relator set 
of the given group presentation. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY 1. There exist algorithms to decide whether less-than-one- 
24th Greendlinger groups on aJinite number of relators of equal length have 
graphs of genus 0 or CO. 
Proof. That a less-than-one-24th Greendlinger group satisfies con- 
dition (ii) was proved by Greendlinger [3]. Since any finite Greendlinger 
group is obviously cyclic and cyclically presented, Greendlinger groups 
FIGURE 35 
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have graphs of genus either 0 or co, and Theorem 3 ensures the existence 
of an algorithm to decide which is the case. 
&AIM 12. The set of relator assignments resulting purely from 
repetitions of the case depicted in Figure 15 is non-empty. 
PrcaoJ The following is a relator assignment to Figure 35. 
e following set of words covers Figure 35 and may be taken as a 
relator form set: sg& , g,s-lfsb-l, abed, ie;‘th th,de, ) abf ~lsg~ie~~t~s~~ 
Let e, ) C, g, 9 bz, , and fl each be greater than ree-fourths of any of the 
above words, and all the other edges be less th one-fourth sf any of the 
above six words in length. The result is a relator ass~g~~~e~t. .E.D. 
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